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CONTROLLED DIRECTIONAL BLASTING

Technical Field

[001] The present disclosure relates to a method and system for controlled directional

blasting.

Background

[002] Vertical mining has been employed for some time. Though it has proven to be cost

effective, problematic areas still persist as in maintaining ground integrity. Major equipment

loss and stope loss due to falls of ground are a couple of examples. Ground integrity and wall

stabilization are also factors when dealing with large open pit mining operations.

[003] Long borehole blasting is an economical method of mining with several engineering

variables such as drill and blast patterns, blasting methods, longer blasthole configurations,

larger diameter holes with more powerful explosives and numerous methodologies for

controlled blasting. Pre-splitting, Cushion and Buffer Blasting have played an important part

in controlled blasting in open pit operations. In open pit mining, if backbreak is not controlled

properly there is remedial action which can take place, though costly and time consuming.

This is not so in underground longhole blasting where ground conditions are a high priority,

especially when successive blasting takes place within a stope or body of ore. This mining

method results in high energy concentration in the blast area that can result in severe

backbreak problems for stope walls leading to unsafe ground conditions and possible stope

wall or fill failure if blasting at a fill perimeter. Unstable conditions lead to higher costs due

to equipment loss, ore loss, higher dilution and control problems as mining operations move

to new and deeper depths. Backbreaking, unstable stope and wall conditions are a direct

result of the properties of current blasting methods utilized throughout the mining industry.

[004] At present, each borehole when blasted has a burn reaction in a linear direction along

the center axis of the loaded borehole. The detonation, typically initiated from the toe (bottom

up), creates shock waves and high pressure gases that begin the sequence which will

ultimately fracture a rock mass. As the charge is fired a sequence of events commences. A

detonation wave travels up the explosive column from the detonator/primer and a high-



pressure stress wave travels out into the rock mass. Tensile radial fractures are caused by

expanding compressive waves that proceed outwards in a right angle direction to the wave

front followed by high pressure explosive gases that expand the borehole fractures causing

failure. The reason for limited ground control or ground instability is primarily due to energy

which is released in a uniform radial direction radiating outward from the center axis of the

borehole.

Summary

[005] In one aspect, there is provided a method of loading a borehole for directional

blasting, the method comprising: placing two or more cartridges containing a primary

explosive into the borehole, the cartridges being spaced evenly apart and abutting 10% to

50% of the borehole perimeter on a desired direction of blasting; securing wiring to a

detonator in each cartridge , the wiring connectable to a controller that can activate all of the

detonators simultaneously; and filling a remainder of the borehole with a secondary explosive

in form of an emulsion or ammonia nitrate fuel oil (ANFO) having a lower velocity of

detonation (VOD) than the primary explosive.

[006] In another aspect, there is provided a method of loading a borehole for main field

blasting, the method comprising: placing two or more detonators into a first borehole

containing a primary explosive, the detonators being spaced evenly apart at an interval I and

connected with a first cable; placing two or more detonators into a second borehole

containing the primary explosive, the detonators of the second borehole being spaced evenly

apart at interval I with a topmost detonator of the second borehole being placed at a depth of

½ of interval I lower than a topmost detonator of the first borehole and the detonators of the

second borehole being connected by a second cable; securing wiring to the first cable and the

second cable, the wiring connectable to a controller that can activate all of the detonators

simultaneously.

[007] In another aspect, there is provided a system for implementing the method.

Brief Description of the Drawings



[008] Figures 1A and IB are line drawings of in accordance with one example embodiment

of the present disclosure;

[009] Figure 2A and 2B is a line drawing of a blast trajectory from a borehole loaded

according to one example embodiment of the present disclosure.

[0010] Figure 3 shows a multi-hole embodiment of the present disclosure.

Detailed description

[0011] To the accomplishment of the foregoing and related ends, certain illustrative aspects

are described herein in connection with the following description and the annexed drawings.

These aspects are indicative of the various ways in which the principles disclosed herein can

be practiced. Other advantages and novel features will become apparent from the following

detailed description when considered in conjunction with the drawings.

[0012] The proposed changes involve the loading of long boreholes and the properties

associated with the blast sequence of individual boreholes. The disclosed method and system

should achieve measurable control of individual borehole blasts, that is to direct the

fracturing properties of the blast sequence to a specified direction instead of radially, as well

as, reducing ground vibration associated with the individual blast sequence. This will lead to

a calculable tool for control on large borehole blasting and allow for greater ground stability,

better control of stope perimeter walls and slot raise blasts and will be highly advantageous

when mining at greater depths with higher pressures.

[0013] Control can be gained by using a dual phase, multi-stage blasting sequence. The

disclosed technique utilizes two types of explosives, primary and secondary, with different

characteristics and physical properties. The disclosed method and system utilizes the

detonation characteristics of one explosive to initiate fracturing of host rock while

simultaneously initiating the secondary explosive, in a uniform controlled detonation pattem,

to achieve extremely high pressure gas production to compliment directional fracturing as

well as aligning wave patterns to mitigate seismic magnitude. This methodology allows for

variances to control gas pressure production and magnitude of associated wave propagation.



[0014] The "Dual Phase" expression relates to the burn or oxidation of two separate classes

of explosives with different physical detonation velocities that are utilized within the blast

hole detonation sequence (as shown in Figure 1A). "Multi-Stage" refers to the stacking or

decoupling of primary charges within the individual blast hole (as shown in Figure IB).

Primary explosive charges are decoupled to minimize the magnitude of various wave

formations associated with the primary charge and to eliminate the propagation of a

detonation head and associated Shockwaves that would develop within the secondary

explosive. The design will be different depending on the borehole size. For example, some

underground mines use 4 1/2 "bore boles while large open pits use 20" and 24"bore holes.

[0015] Properties sought for the primary explosive would be speed, high VOD, which is

directly related to compression wave formation and first stage fracturing. In some

embodiments, the primary explosives are packaged in plastic carriers. In some embodiments,

the primary explosives are packaged in carriers that are of crescent shape. In some

embodiments, the carriers for the primary explosives have a length between one and two

meters depending of host rock density and desired attributes to the borehole blast. Length of

primary explosive charge is a direct factor in initial primary fracturing and the production of

extreme gas pressure production.

[0016] In some embodiments, the primary explosives are in interlocking cartridges, using a

male / female snap type connection, with two male and one female on one end and two

female and one male on the other. The borehole periphery would be the lock guard to keep

them from detaching during positioning. In some embodiments, the cartridges containing the

primary explosives are skeleton style structures that protect the explosives when lowering or

raising in bore holes and allows the primary charge direct contact with the borehole periphery

to be cast. In some embodiments, each cartridge has three to four plastic rings incorporated

within it that hold the cartridge in place within the borehole. In some embodiments, the rings

are equally spaced. In some embodiments, the rings are 1.25 to 2 times the borehole

diameter. The rings, due to the diameter are directional and will only allow travel in one

direction.



[0017] Interlocking the cartridges allows for charge alignment, different configurations and

ease in loading the hole. In some embodiments, when placed in the borehole, the primary

charge will abut 10% to 50% of the borehole periphery which is also the desired direction of

casting. A small booster may be housed mid-point of the cartridge that will accept the

detonators on the inner (concave) side of the cartridge. The concave cartridge wall has small

plastic clips for securing detonator tubing or wires.

[0018] LOADING THE BOREHOLE

[0019] Referring to Figures 1A and IB, in some embodiments, cartridges 110 are lowered or

raised into bore holes placing a detonator, all the same speed, into each cartridge securing

tubing or wiring as each cartridge is added to the primary axial charge. In some embodiments

a top cartridge contains no explosives as is common in the industry for stemming, capping or

plugging the load hole. In some embodiments, each cartridge contains a PETN primer booster

112. Then, the remainder of the bore hole is loaded with a secondary explosive 120. The

secondary explosive can comprise an emulsion or ammonia nitrate prill (ANFO (ammonia

nitrate/fuel oil) such as amex) 120. Depending on the number and spacing of primary

charges, a poured granular amex 120 may be of sufficient gas pressure for normal fracturing.

Properties sought for secondary explosives are development of high gas pressure and ideally

50% or lower VOD than that of the primary. (See Figures 1A and IB)

[0020] THE DETONATION SEQUENCE

[0021] In an embodiment, when fired, each cartridge is detonated simultaneously with full

VOD established in each direction axially within a distance of 3.5 to 3.8 times that of the

primary explosive charge diameter. Upon full VOD, a detonation head is fully established

that propagates a compression wave fracturing the host rock face adjacent to the primary

charge periphery. As the primary explosive burns it exhibits the same properties as the

conventional blast sequence, a detonation wave travels up / down the primary explosive

column producing tensile radial fractures to the abutting rock surface, caused by expanding

compressive waves that proceed outwards in a right angle direction to the wave front.



[0022] The secondary explosive properties should have a low VOD and should probably be a

reactive agent which will produce the highest gas build-up. The secondary explosive can be

granular or an emulsion. The granular, Amex, has a different density than that of the

primary, which is an emulsion. Use of an emulsion secondary explosive will still work due to

the difference in VOD but since the density of the emulsion and the density of the

primary are virtually the same, transmission of the shock waves are easily transmitted to the

rock, wherein the use of a granular secondary, the composition and density vary greatly

acting as a buffer for propagating Shockwaves.

[0023] With this technique, extreme high borehole pressures will be developed due to

multiple point initiation by the primary explosive, which is staged/decoupled throughout the

borehole. Since, in some embodiments, the primary's VOD is minimally twice that of the

secondary explosive, the direction of detonation of the secondary will be more perpendicular

or angular to the borehole alignment. The creation of a full detonation head will not be

possible, thus limiting host rock fracturing of the borehole wall opposing the primary charge.

Fracturing of the host rock commenced with the high velocity of detonation of the primary

explosive which in turn ignites the secondary charge produces gas build up that continues

fracturing and fragmenting the host rock in the desired direction.

[0024] The primary explosive is connected to a detonator. In some embodiments, the

detonators are electronic detonators. In some embodiments, the detonators are programmable.

[0025] PRESUMED SHOCKWAVE MITIGATION

[0026] Referring to Figures 2A and 2B, with all cartridges being fired simultaneously and

developing detonation heads, the various waves will be propagating in opposing directions.

This will have waves of the same size (area) of the same frequency and of the same

magnitude colliding with zero degree deflection. It is presumed that these waves should have

a de-escalating effect on each other thereby reducing ground vibrations associated with the

propagation and normal dissipation of these waves. The magnitude (area of coverage) of the

wave fronts can be controlled by the length of the primary cartridges (time for complete

detonation) and their spacing, allowing control of time for wave front propagation before

intersecting waves collide. Due to the difference in densities, rock and secondary explosives,



it is expected that the primary explosive's propagating wave will be non- concentric with the

greater concentration propagating towards the blasted face. Optimal spacing of the primary

charges can be calculated to decrease costs as significant fracturing will occur between

primary charges due to the elastic properties of the host rock and the convergence of two

colliding detonation heads. Spacing of primary charges is designed to eliminate the

propagation of a detonation head of the secondary explosive. In Fig. 2, the non-concentric

rings are exaggerated for convenience of display.

[0027] The extreme pressure is created by reducing the time for complete detonation of the

secondary explosive within the full length bore hole. Typically, in standard borehole blast,

the gas production is the combination of the explosive's chemical properties and the time

span for full detonation for high pressure gas production. Full detonation time can be

calculated by borehole length divided by secondary's VOD.

[0028] The disclosed technique has each cartridge detonating simultaneously thereby igniting

the secondary in multiple points of equal volume, therefore full gas production is at a fraction

of the time of conventional, equating to higher gas production.

[0029] Since the primary charge need not be encapsulated within a uniform density of host

rock as conventional blasting dictates and since the primary charge occupies under 50% of

the borehole diameter, it has a partial perimeter of the less dense secondary explosive. The

primary compressive wave of the primary explosive ignites the secondary explosive, via

compression, that will create high borehole pressure. Properties of the primary explosive

must exhibit a high potential VOD; full VOD will be accomplished due to the diameter and

length of the charge. It is expected that the primary charge VOD will range in the 20,000 to

25,000 f/s range.

[0030] The primary explosive function is to initiate the fracturing of material to be blasted by

wave intensity relating to VOD and initiating the secondary explosive by compressive wave.

Length of the primary charges is dependent on the diameter of the hole and must be of

sufficient length as to create a full detonation head from each primary charge in opposing

directions; also if the diametric mass of the primary charges is too great it will reduce the

maximum borehole pressure achievable. Therefore the optimum length and diameter, for



various rock types must be determined. The length of primary charge also controls magnitude

of wave generation.

[0031] In some embodiments, the secondary explosive is a reactive agent which will develop

the highest gas concentration. The secondary explosive can be granular, preferred, or an

emulsion. The charge diameter, detonation velocity and specific gravity (density) are key

components for high pressure gas production. The secondary explosive will not produce a full

detonation head and gas production will be increased by the multi point detonation and the

total time required for complete detonate of the borehole. Wave fronts and vibrations created

from the secondary agent have not yet been determined. The secondary explosive's key role

is that of gas production to propagate the fracturing and linear cracking derived from

detonation characteristics of the primary explosive.

[0032] Spacing of primary explosives : Primary charges are spaced to reduce the velocity of

the opposing detonation heads and act as a buffer. Spacing of primary charges must be of a

length to avoid the formation of a complete detonation head within the secondary. In some

embodiments, the maximum spacing allowed is defined as hole diameter times 3.2 (function

under 3.5) times 2 (dual wave fronts). With the multiple primary stages initiated instantly, it

is the compressive wave front which ignites the secondary explosive in a lateral direction,

though the lateral burn direction cannot be maintained due to the difference in detonation

velocities, therefore, no full detonation head can be formulated from the secondary explosive.

The multiple primary charge initiators control gas pressure. The more primary charges in the

borehole, the greater the borehole pressure achieved over conventional blasting methods.

This is accomplished by decreasing the time required to detonate the complete borehole.

Greater control is gained by configuring the borehole charge for desired fracture and casting

properties. Various lengths of spacers would allow for unique configurations to fulfill

customer requirements.

[0033] The proposed method is predicted to result in a reduction in the size/magnitude of

primary and secondary waves generated from a blast. It is expected that the outer periphery

of the wave propagation as well as the bottom most detonation head to be picked up by

sensors. A reduction of the ground vibration (generated waves) by 40% on a production blast

would be very beneficial to the field. Energy will always be expelled from a blast in one



form or another, so completely eliminating or cancelling each other out is not feasible or

expected.

[0034] In some embodiments, the spacer is a cartridge without a primary explosive. Testing

and computer programming will assist in defining the best length for various ground

conditions and diameter of the borehole.

[0035] This technique will allow for greater control in large borehole blasting by reducing

stresses on in situ ground by controlling fracturing and shock wave propagation. Since most

operations develop drill blast standards for their operations and utilize common borehole

diameters, it would be quite easy to manufacture the primary charges for predetermined

borehole diameters and with variable spacing, allowing for control of gas production

delivering scalable blast parameters. With underground mining progressing ever deeper and

ground stabilization being a key factor in any mining operation, this method of blasting may

become very useful in underground and open pit mining.

[0036] Main blast field application

[0037] The use of the directional methodology allows for perimeter control. However, the

main body of the blast field does not require the directionality, unless utilized the

methodology for casting profile. For the general field, full radial fracturing and high gas

pressures are desirable, along with controlling seismicity. Thus in another embodiment of

the invention, Multi-Stage Blasting, having multiple evenly spaced detonation points initiated

simultaneously, thereby establishing uniform propagating wave fronts that will intersect at

zero degree deflection is proposed. It is to be understood that the detonators are initiated

simultaneously as no linear burning product will allow for the uniform intersecting pattern.

By utilizing a two detonation cable system, "A" / "B", it is possible to utilize the wave fronts

for extra fracturing while staging the fronts for intersection and lessening the seismic effects

within the blast field and surrounding rock mass. These embodiments can be implemented

with only one explosive.

[0038] With this technique, multiple variations will be possible. For instance, in one

embodiment, the detonators are evenly spaced by affixing them to a rope/cable of sorts and

lowered into the borehole before loading. If two variances are set up for detonator sequence,



such as, detonation line "A" has spacing of 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m ( 20, 40, 60, 80 ft ) and

detonation line "B" has a spacing of 3m, 9m, 15m, 21m , 27m ( 30, 50, 70, 90 ft ), then when

the field is loaded with an evenly sequenced "A" , "B", "A" configuration it will allow for

controlled wave fronts while initiating the Torque Theory that should allow for uniform

fragmentation.

[0039] Referring to Figure 3, for a general blast field, cables or ropes can be used to allow for

the exact spacing of detonators. In one borehole either line A or line B would be used. In the

adjacent hole the opposite line would be employed. So, hole 1 would use line A , hole 2

would use line B , hole 3 would use line A and it would carry on for the number of holes in

that row. A computer is used is some embodiments to lay-out the blast field firing sequence

and timing of the shots.

[0040] Torque Theory

[0041] The Torque Theory states that, "When two adjacent explosive columns are initiated

simultaneously from opposite ends, a compressional shock wave from each column travelling

parallel but in opposing directions is formed. The greatest stress is always directed

perpendicular to the primary shock front. This stress is also assumed to be greatest near the

detonation head in the explosive and diminishes with distance away from the detonation

head. An uneven stress distribution is formed between explosive columns when the columns

are fired simultaneously and from opposite directions. This action tends to toss the

fragmented rock between explosive columns in a counterclockwise motion. Reversing the

primers of each explosive column will toss the material in a clockwise motion. This action is

precisely what is needed to obtain uniform fragmentation and avoid tight muck piles such as

in the case of in situ retorting."

[0042] What has been described above includes examples of the disclosed architecture. It is,

of course, not possible to describe every conceivable combination of components and/or

methodologies, but one of ordinary skill in the art may recognize that many further

combinations and permutations are possible. Accordingly, the novel architecture is intended

to embrace all such alterations, modifications and variations. Furthermore, to the extent that

the term "includes" is used in either the detailed description or the claims, such term is



intended to be inclusive in a manner similar to the term "comprising" as "comprising" is

interpreted when employed as a transitional word in a claim.

[0043] The foregoing descriptions of specific embodiments of the present invention have

been presented for purposes of illustration and description. They are not intended to be

exhaustive or to limit the present invention to the precise forms disclosed, and obviously

many modifications and variations are possible in light of the above teaching. The exemplary

embodiment was chosen and described in order to best explain the principles of the present

invention and its practical application, to thereby enable others skilled in the art to best utilize

the present invention and various embodiments with various modifications as are suited to the

particular use contemplated.



I Claim:

1. A method of loading a borehole for directional blasting, the method comprising:

placing two or more cartridges containing a primary explosive into the borehole, the

cartridges being spaced evenly apart and abutting 10% to 50% of the borehole perimeter

on a desired direction of blasting;

securing wiring to a detonator in each cartridge, the wiring connectable to a controller

that can activate all of the detonators simultaneously; and

filling a remainder of the borehole with a secondary explosive in form of an emulsion or

ammonia nitrate fuel oil (ANFO) having a lower velocity of detonation (VOD) than the

primary explosive.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the cartridges are crescent shaped.

3 . The method of claim 1 or 2 further comprising interlocking the cartridges.

4 . The method of any one of claims 1 to 3 further comprising interlocking the cartridges

using a skeleton structure.

5 . The method of claim 4, wherein the non-explosive cartridges contains a non-explosive

gel.

6 . The method of any one of claims 1 to 5 wherein the cartridges are evenly spaced.

7 . The method of any one of claims 1 to 6 wherein the secondary explosive is a reactive

agent.

8 . The method of any one of claims 1 to 7 wherein the VOD of the primary explosive is at

least twice the VOD of the secondary explosive.

9 . The method of any one of claims 1 to 8 further comprising determining a spacing

between the cartridges that will reduce or mitigate shock wave magnitude from the

primary explosive.

10. A system for implementing the method of any one of claims 1 to 9, the system

comprising the two or more cartridges containing the primary explosive.



11. The system of claim 11 further comprising the wiring.

12. The system of claim 11 or 12 further comprising the secondary explosive.

13. The system of any one of claims 11 to 13 further comprising a structure for interlocking

the cartridges.

14. A method of loading a borehole for main field blasting, the method comprising:

placing two or more detonators into a first borehole containing a primary explosive,

the detonators being spaced evenly apart at an interval I and connected with a first cable;

placing two or more detonators into a second borehole containing the primary

explosive, the detonators of the second borehole being spaced evenly apart at interval I

with a topmost detonator of the second borehole being placed at a depth of ½ of interval I

lower than a topmost detonator of the first borehole and the detonators of the second

borehole being connected by a second cable;

securing wiring to the first cable and the second cable, the wiring connectable to a

controller that can activate all of the detonators simultaneously.

15. The method of claim 14 wherein the number of detonators in the first borehole is the

same as the number of detonators in the second borehole.
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